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St ick Season is here in Vermont,  and the f irst  f lakes
of snow are start ing to outnumber the raindrops.  As
the weather gets colder and propane and heating
costs go up,  i t 's  a good t ime to think about
insulat ion and energy eff ic iency.  Check out our HEC
Herald from February 2021 (found on our website at :
https ://www.hartford-vt .org/2229/Energy-
Commission)which has instruct ions on how to make
a draft  stopper and information on heat pumps.  
We are currently recruit ing for HEC members!  I f  you
are interested in gett ing involved with the Energy
Commission,  please write to Mol ly at
MSMITH@vermontlaw.edu.  No energy experience
necessary;  just a desire to be the change you want
to see in the world .  

Wishing you a peaceful  November,
Mol ly Smith -  Chair ,  Hartford Energy Commission 

TO ENSURE THAT ENERGY SUPPLIES WILL
BE RELIABLE, AFFORDABLE AND

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF
ENERGY ISSUES 

PROMOTE LEAST COST PLANNING

PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL
RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES

REDUCE ENERGY DEMANDS FOR
TRANSPORTATION

REDUCE THE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH ENERGY

CONSUMPTION

REDUCE THE OVERALL ENERGY
CONSUMPTION WITHIN THE TOWN

TO SAVE FINANCIAL AND NATURAL
RESOURCES BY ENCOURAGING THE

CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENT USE OF
ENERGY IN THE TOWN AND REGION

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings!Our Goals:

Molly Smith -  Chair
Lynn Bohi

Ashton Todd
Erik Krauss -  CAC l iaison 

 



An ideal, sustainable future typically involves a society run off of
renewable energy, whether that be solar, wind, hydropower or
geothermal. In fact, some studies have shown that there is enough
capacity for solar and wind alone to power the entire United
States. However, given the most bountiful sources of wind and
solar are located in middle America, a reliable way to deliver that
energy via tranmission lines across the nation is necessary. The
problem? More, high-voltage transmission lines are needed to
transport this power and in order to provide the amounts needed,
we'd need roughly three times more the transmission capacity
than we currently have. The grid is already congested and
renewable energy projects are being turned down simply because
the state lacks the capacity to add any more energy to the
already overtaxed and outdated grid. 

So, you might ask, why not just build more transmission lines to
transport the enewable energy from where it's captured to where
it's needed? Well, as is often the case with energy issues, it's
complicated and comes down to regulation. Currently, the US is
divided up into three transmission grids: the Western
Interconnection, the Eastern Interconnection and ERCOT (which is
basically the grid of Texas. Does the name ring a bell? Check out
our articles from earlier this year!) While there is some
interconnection exchange between the three, they largely operate
in isolation from each other. 

 

America's Transmission Problem
Even if the US can generate enough renewable

energy to eliminate the need for fossil fuels, do we
have the infrastructure to transmit that energy? 



Connecting these three grids would enable energy to be shared
more widely across the United States. The strong morning sunlight
in Arizona could end up heating New York's afternoon tea kettles.
So, why aren't these transmission lines being built? The main
reason why these transmission lines aren't getting built is local
opposition, otherwise known as NIMBYism. These new transmission
towers will need to be quite large, even bigger than ones currently
out there, and might not be the prettiest thing to look at. While the
federal government has the ability to seize land via eminent
domain to build a pipeline (if their lawyers are good enough),
transmission siting falls under state jurisdiction. This gets even
more complicated when the proposed transmission site goes
across state lines. As one writer put it, the entire process is a
"bureaucratic marathon" and can be shut down at any stage of
development. Given the hurdles in place, successfully permitting a
clean energy project like this is now rare. A study by the NRDC
found that between January 2016 and July 2020, 245 clean energy
projects, which were in the advanced stages of development, were
withdrawn due to grid congestion and subsequent increased costs. 

So, will it ever be possible for the wind generated off Lake
Michigan to power an A/C unit in Florida? Maybe. But it will take
some some serious action at the executive level of the federal
government, maybe in the shape of an executive order. Clean
energy also needs to become a priority throughout the states, with
more ambitious renewable portfolio standards and higher
acceptance among Americans for clean, renewable energy.

Works used: 
https://www.volts.wtf/p/transmission-week-why-we-need-more
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2018/ee/c7ee03029k#!divAbstract
https://www.scottmadden.com/content/uploads/2021/07/ScottMadden_Transmission-in-the-
US_72621.pdf



WindowDressers

Coming to Hartford 

Fall 2022!

 

WindowDressers is a 501(c)(3) non-profit which trains

volunteers, provides materials and supports teams of

community volunteers as they conduct Community Builds to

produce low-cost, insulating window inserts which function as

interior-mounted storm windows. These window inserts can

drastically help increase heating efficiency. Some homes with

WindowDressers inserts can save up to $27/window in heating

costs!

Volunteers measure the windows of participating houses and

build the low-cost inserts out of wood, foam, and insulating

polyelfin sheeting. These inserts cost 50-75% less than

conventional inserts and help reduce heating costs, lower C02

emissions and reduce your carbon footprint. 

We have a full leadership team and will start recruiting

program participants in the coming months. Want to be sure to

get on our list? Email our Local Coordinator Dana at

DClawson@hartford-vt.org!

Photo source: https://gnat-tv.org/video-announcement-windowdressers-show-us-how-to-beat-heating-costs/



Meet Dana!

The Town of Hartford hit gold when it hired Dana Clawson to
be the new Environmental Sustainability Coordinator. Among
his other responsibilities, Dana will be leading the efforts to

implement the town's new Climate Action Plan. He found a few
minutes out of his busy day to talk about his history and

future ideas for the town. 



Question: Where are you originally from and what is your
educational background? 

Dana Clawson: I’m originally from a small town in Western NY
called Sodus, about 40 minutes outside of Rochester, NY. Growing
up in a small town in the Rust Belt there weren’t a lot of options
when I got out of High School, the good manufacturing jobs at
companies like Xerox and Kodak were no longer an option. I
decided to go to college, I started at a local community college
and then got my BA in Psychology & Sociology at SUNY Oswego.
I then moved to California, earned a teaching certificate in Social
Studies, and then a Masters in Public Administration with a
concentration in Sustainable Community Development at
Bridgewater State University.

Q:What drew you to the job in Hartford? 

DC: I love Vermont, we’ve had a small condo in Plymouth VT for
the last 5 years and I’ve wanted to work on climate issues at a
municipal level since graduate school. When I saw there was an
opportunity to work on implementing a climate action plan at a
municipality in VT it seemed like a perfect fit. 



 Q: What was your career like up until you got the job with the
Town? 

DC: I’ve had some people use words like nonlinear to describe my
career, but in my mind what ties everything I’ve done together is
that I’ve always wanted to make a difference. After graduating
with my BA I moved to Santa Cruz California where I worked in a
restorative justice program for juvenile offenders. Instead of the
courts requiring youth to report to juvenile hall on the weekends,
many of them had the option of participating on the work crew I
ran. We would perform work for the County DPW that they didn’t
always have the capacity for like removing invasive plants,
clearing drainage ditches, or cleaning up local parks. While
working at this job I went to San Jose State and earned my
teaching certification in social studies. I then moved to Brooklyn
NY where I taught for a year in a public school and then three
years at a non-profit for young adults that were looking for GED
and vocational training. It was while teaching vocational classes
that I started to get involved in climate issues and developed a
“green jobs” training program that taught students the basics
needed for working in residential weatherization. I then met my
wife, moved to MA, went to grad school, and had my daughters.
For a few years my wife’s job was very demanding, she traveled a
lot, and I worked part time in non-profits and full time as a stay-
at-home dad. Once the girls were a little older I started to work in
residential energy and most recently as a HERS Rater verifying
that homes met municipal energy code as a requirement for an
Certificate of Occupancy. 



Q: What excites you about this job? What intimidates you? 

There are so many things about this job that are exciting
intimidating at the same time. We have a lot of opportunities to
lower our greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate our contribution
to a warming planet along with a chance to prepare ourselves for
the impacts of a changing climate and what that will likely bring
such as an increase in precipitation and flooding, changes to our
growing season, and an increase in climate refugees as people
move to Vermont as other areas in the country become less
inhabitable due to fires and drought, etc. But we only have a
relatively short window to prepare and get this right. Scientist
have known that CO2 and other greenhouse gasses can trap heat
and raise the earth’s temperature since at least the 1960’s and its
well documented that fossil fuel companies knew this was an issue
since the mid 1970’s. We are now working towards addressing
these issues in less than a decade. And we are already seeing the
impact of changing climate here in Vermont, two weeks ago I was
speaking to a colleague that had made ratatouille with zucchinis
she had just picked from her garden in mid-November, tics are
becoming more of an issue as winters get milder and they can live
and breed longer, and there was recently an article in a local
paper about people practicing dog sledding on wheeled sled
because of changes in the amount and quality of the snow. That
said, it’s clear that Hartford has a history of being ahead of the
curve, they had one of the first Energy Commission’s in VT, Town
Hall has been fossil fuel free since it was remodeled, and I’ve
gotten calls from other communities asking about Hartford’s
climate related ballot initiatives. It is really exciting to be part of
what Hartford is doing.

 



 

 Q. What is your vision for Hartford as it moves forward with
the CAP?

I see Hartford continuing to be a leader in Vermont and our
national effort to combat and prepare for a changing climate.
The Climate Action Plan has set forth some really ambitious goals
and I think that Hartford has the ability to meet those goals in the
coming decade in a way that is inclusive and improves residents
lives. I also want to make it clear that the Climate Action Plan is a
“living document” and that this is a dynamic process, nothing is
set in stone, and it is important that we all realize this. There is no
limited comment period. If anyone has ideas, insights, or
questions about the CAP and its implementation I encourage
them to reach out. I can be reached at 802-295-9353 ext.223 or
dclawson@hartford-vt.org
 
Q: Any updates you can provide us with on the carbon
neutrality goals? 

DC: We are currently putting together a CAP Steering Team to
look at what our initial first steps in implementing the CAP should
be and we hope to identify these first steps by the end of
February.



 Q: What are some projects you are especially excited to get
off the ground in Hartford?

The biggest project that I am working on at the moment is
enrolling the Town Hall in a Flexible Management program with
Efficiency Vermont and Green Mountain Power. This program will
allow Town Hall to work with Green Mountain Power to lower
Town Hall’s energy use during “peak events”, or times when there
is an increased demand for electricity. So if there is a storm
coming and it is likely that there will be a huge increase in
demand for electricity, Green Mountain Power will work with us to
pre-heat Town Hall so that during the storm it takes less
electricity to maintain a comfortable temperature. This is a really
innovative program and helps maintain a resilient electric grid.

Q: What’s a fun fact about Dana!?

I’m a pretty good cook and I love hitting farmers markets and
farm stands to get great ingredients. This is especially easy in
Vermont. I’m vegetarian but I will cook meat for members of my
family that eat meat. I have no idea how the meat dishes come
out but I get very few complaints. 




